
Senior Infants Week 18th May 2020 

Maths 

The topic this week is Number and looking at patterns in number.  

We want to look at extending patterns and using the language before, after, middle , 

between. We will use this also to revise left and right,in front and behind , above and 

below. 

Refer to https://my.cjfallon.ie/dashboard/student-

resources/?levels=0&classes=0&subjects=0&serieses=0&booktitles=0&types%5B0%5D=

Book+Sample     pages 110-113. 

I would like the children to gather a few small toys and arrange them in a line. They 

then will create a maths quiz using the language above. 

Draw a bus stop sign and then draw all the children in the class waiting at the bus stop 

in a line with their names. You are then to make a quiz using the language above .Write 

the questions down and get a family member to answer them. 

Eg. Who is in front of     ? 

Who is behind    ? 

Repeat this with a line of toys and use right and left. 

Handwriting 

Capital letters Revise previous letters and introduce  G and revist D and B. Go 

over lower case as well. 

Just Handwriting  precursive    (pages 56 and 57)    https://educateplus.ie/homestudy-

primary?field_class_ref_tid=1419&field_series_ref_tid=2372 

 English 

Listen to your own choice of stories on  

storylineonline 

Continue with the ebooks on the Oxfordowl.co.uk  using the class login emailed 

to you. Try to write down the books and levels you have read. 

If you would like to read aloud a choice of book or a short section on SeeSaw  

please do . 
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Phonics 

 https://educateplus.ie/homestudy-

primary?field_class_ref_tid=1419&field_series_ref_tid=1528 

‘ y ’ sound  pages 80 and 81 of the Just Phonics book. Try to write 5 short sentences 

with this sound. This sound is found at the end of a word. It sounds like ‘ee ‘ 

Dictate a few sentences  eg.The girl is bossy and the her daddy is cross.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqgkdWrSPTc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naZWdYBJ70A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsPPggEUaak 

Gaeilge  

This week we are continuing with An Teilifis and doing Ceacht 5.6.7  this week and then 

just recap on Friday.   

Amhrán  Tá Teidi sa seomra sui 

Watch some cartoons on TG4. 

SESE  

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/videos/destination-world/#/1249698883872 

Destination Earth   This week is Antarticia It is a continent. If you have a map of the 

world or globe look for Antarticia 

Watch the clip a few times and try to remember 5 or more new facts you have learned. 

Show me a photo on Seesaw or even video yourself talking about it with your photo. 

Read your facts on Artarticia or any other continent out for me on Seesaw. 

Art  

This week I want you to try and draw a very famous building the ‘ Eiffel Tower ‘ 

If you have a white board try it first on it or else on old paper to practise. 

Watch the link a few times . Write a few facts about it . 

https://youtu.be/l2lnt0q4uxY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LYh7Npojn0  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUhO9VoGym4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgewyDj3ZnA 
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